


Inspired by the silver screen’s golden age, the Calla™ II Suite’s luxurious 
elements include 1940s substantial curves and the Art Deco era’s sleek 
sophistication.

Forward Trend: Look for solid statements in style such as rich dark wood  
tones in exotic wenge and designs that transition from traditional to modern 
eras effortlessly. Great style should also mean top performance. The Veneto™ II 
water closet features the industry leading Champion® 4 technology. 

Design Note: The Calla II Suite feels sumptuous because of the layered texture 
from the wood tones to the grass cloth wallpaper, and then to the mottled 
ceramic tile and mohair curtain. All the brown undertones create a serene space. 
Substantial design calms the soul.

Porcher Products featured: Calla II  
Apothecary Cabinet, Veneto™ II Water Closet,  
Calla II Vanity, and the Calla II Mirror. 
JADO Products featured: illume™ Faucet  
in polished chrome.





The Époque™ Nouveau Suite features turn of the century sensibility married 
to today’s modern loft. Both styles update one another and revive the tub’s 
classic design into contemporary sculpture for the bath.

Forward Trend: The paintable tub exterior and claw feet are invitations to 
twist unique style into any room setting. By selecting calm grey undertones, 
the space takes on lazy hues of a late afternoon, perfect for contemplative 
bathing. Look for Porcher’s high performing titanium enamel to keep tubs 
looking new.

Design Note: Patterned wallpaper couldn’t be a hotter design trend right  
now. But don’t overwhelm a room by using it on every wall. By painting out 
the French doors with the same color as the exterior wall, the space opens  
up to feature the wallpaper’s pattern without feeling closed in. 

Porcher Products featured: Époque Nouveau 
Claw foot Slipper Tub (paintable tub exterior  
and feet) and Reprise™ Floor mount Tub Faucet  
in polished chrome.





The Époque™ Nouveau Suite II takes on Beacon Street by blending definitive 
architecture with modern accents. Reminiscent of past luxuries and beckoning 
future romance, this bathroom was laid out with calming symmetry. 

Forward Trend: Take traditional lines into the future with selective splashes  
of white. The clean, contrasting tone freshens up any room and even helps to 
update grandma’s Victorian chairs. The spacious claw foot is the focal point 
and the custom painted feet make the tub visually stand at attention.

Design Note: Find anyplace where you can bring the outside in. The best 
place for tub is near a window or door for daydream bathing and soaking 
under the stars.

Porcher Products featured: Époque Nouveau  
Claw foot Tub (paintable exterior and feet)  
and the Reprise™ Floor mount Tub Faucet in 
polished chrome.





The gorgeous Slate Suite is inspired by the strength and simplicity of exotic 
woods. Grounded in grey tones, this line of furniture is the modern way to 
include organic materials in bathroom design.

Forward Trend: The latest evolution in wood furniture is the grey wash finish. 
These wood tones feel substantial because they are neutral and can blend 
into masculine spaces with ease. Porcher’s furniture is constructed with the 
highest quality including multiple finish coats layered on by hand.

Design Note: A huge thrust in design right now is the infusion of organic 
elements into room settings. Here, a fairly simple bathroom layout is  
updated by contrasting wall color with the modern wallpaper weighted  
with slate flooring. It all works together because the entire color palette  
is monochromatic. 

Porcher Products featured: Slate Vanity, Slate 
Mirror, Lavagna™ Slate Basin, Veneto™ II Water 
Closet and the Slate Apothecary Cabinet. 
JADO Products featured: IQ™ Monoblock 
Faucet and Glance Tissue Holder  
both in ultra steel.





The Architect Charles Stinson inspired the Epic™ Suite’s clear integrity. 
Stinson’s own designs hold spatial attention to one design element at a time. 
Porcher’s latest in European design deserves no less.

Forward Trend: Choose one fixture to anchor the space such as the European 
designed Epic Round Basin. The entire flow of the room works around the 
sink area as the visual focal point. Functional flow of a bathroom is the hidden 
success in any design.

Design Note: Instead of depending on tile for every surface, consider a solid 
surface material such as Formica for the walls. Large sheets of Chesapeake 
Shell Solid Surface were used under the windows. This is a great way to 
simplify possible tile grid patterns. 

Porcher Products featured: Epic Round Basin, 
Epic one-piece Water Closet and Epic Bidet. 
JADO Products featured: New Haven Shower 
System, New Haven Single Lever Faucet and  
New Haven Single Lever Bidet Faucet all  
in brushed nickel.





The Tetsu™ Suite was inspired by an Asian spa design where every line and 
element has purpose and thought. Each area features the element of water  
for a purely Zen experience.

Forward Trend: Floating furniture is a great way to give the illusion of more 
space. The Testu Collection is truly a modern convenience because of the 
extra counter space and storage. The chocolate wenge wood adds warmth  
and luxury.

Design Note: The bathroom’s design takes a twist on an old theme; fire and 
ice make water. The deep blue tones of the Cambria tub deck and wall feel 
icy. The real wood-burning fireplace is hot and then there’s the beautiful 
chromatherapy blue water waiting in the tub. 

Porcher Products featured: Tetsu Airbath with 
Chromatherapy, Tetsu 48" wall mount Vanity  
with Equility™ Oval Basin. 
JADO Products featured: IQ™ Wall Mount 
Vessel Faucet in polished chrome.





Ever visit a home and find the powder room such a surprise that you want to 
see the rest of the bathrooms? Instead of small dark rooms tucked away, we 
were inspired by the penthouse view!

Forward Trend: These substantial sinks are all about shape and form. Each 
Clarity Stone vessel is crafted from a single piece of marble or granite that 
takes on a sculptural quality. It’s all about the water tumbling into the stone 
basin like a European fountain.

Design Note: We chose to mix the Clarity Stone Sink with a sleek Cambria top 
and wood laminate wall. By blending different finishes, we enhance each one 
more than they would have been on their own. In design, it’s the sum of the 
parts that counts.

Porcher Products featured: Clarity Stone  
Basin in cream. 
JADO Products featured: IQ™ Wall Mount 
Vessel Faucet in polished chrome.





Hiking the river bluffs early in the spring, if you are lucky enough, you’ll catch 
the snowmelt rushing through the dark slate flats. Imagine scooping up a 
handful of cold clear water in your hands as this bathroom comes to life.

Forward Trend: Each of the dark grey Slate sinks is crafted from Italian 
volcanic rock, extremely durable and surprisingly soft feel. Dramatic  
against knotted wood, any of the five sink shapes bring a primitive 
magnificence to interior design.

Design Note: Place a sink on something odd like a credenza table made  
of Monkey wood or a Taiwanese reclaimed tree trunk. Reclaimed wood is  
so popular there isn’t a reason to at least accessorize with it. Look for  
green interior elements; they help us stay connected to nature.

Porcher Products featured: Toceto™  
Slate Basin. 
JADO Products featured: Hatteras® Single  
Lever Vessel Faucet in antique nickel. 





Before there was indoor plumbing, there were Roman aqueducts. These water 
vessels were formed from stone and were positioned to take advantage of 
water’s flow and the earth’s gravity. We borrowed that sensibility and played  
on the physics for the Equility™ Basins.

Forward Trend: Vessels are popular. These newly designed low profile sinks 
are set into the countertop to create a high functioning area. By simplifying 
the countertop, the focus is on the sink and running your hands through the 
streaming water.

Design Note: The stacked countertop highlights the quick smooth edge of 
the sink. The crystal-encrusted wallpaper brings a diamond sparkle to the 
entire wall. Rustic beauty is its own genre.

Porcher Products featured: Equility Shallow 
Round Basin.
JADO Products featured: Glance®  
Wall Mount Vessel Faucet in polished chrome.





The Epic™ Basin is blessed with compelling design. The angles are 
geometrically precise to create neat, perfectly cropped spaces to rest your 
bathing accoutrements. Each clean line triangulates another point of interest.

Forward Trend: Another vessel innovation, the sink actually appears to reach 
forward to help you wash. Ergonomically designed, the Epic Basin is a very 
smart shape for washing your face, hands and anything a sink bath could offer. 

Design Note: A sense of scale is a very important design element that can 
date a room right when you walk in. Even if you have a small space, simplify 
the number of fixtures and weigh the treatments of those you have left.  
Don’t just simplify; edit your designs carefully.
 

Porcher Products featured: Epic Basin. 
JADO Products featured: Borma Single  
Lever Faucet in polished chrome.





There’s no excuse not to update those 70s galley bathrooms anymore.  
Take the best of the 1970s like the stacked stonework and windowscapes  
and turn it into a functional spa. Who knew classic grey men’s suiting could 
inspire a remodel?

Forward Trend: Porcher designs every bathtub with spacious comfort in 
mind. Sit in any bathtub before you buy it and you’ll see. Each tub is specially 
designed to fit the human form and encourage relaxation. 

Design Note: Oh so very Calvin Klein in color palette but notice how the 
white toilet and table feel like accent pieces? That’s because they accent  
the largest element in the room, the racing track oval bathtub. Grey is the  
new black.

Porcher Products Featured: Epic™ one-piece 
Water Closet, Ardennes™ Nouveau drop-in cast 
iron Tub. 
JADO Products featured: Glance® Tub Filler  
in polished chrome.





If you take a pre-war apartment and strip it of its dark finishes but keep all 
the fixtures and turnings, you’d have the Savina™ Suite. Carefully chosen 
traditional design elements from the past have been brought to the future  
for safekeeping.

Forward Trend: High key color contrasts between the burled oak laminate  
and the Queen Anne white china Savina Console are the trick here. By mixing 
the contemporary whites with the wood tones the outcome feels modern. 
Look for Porcher’s traditional fine fire clay for the real deal in today’s consoles  
and vanities.

Design Note: Contrast style as well as color by mixing different eras. The 
console and the mirror are inspired by the 1910s and the wood laminate by 
the 1950s. By blending the two periods, the space takes on its own unique 
personality for today.

Porcher Products featured: Two-leg  
Savina Console. 
JADO Products featured: Victorian Widespread 
Faucet in brushed nickel with porcelain handles.
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